
Region 7E AMHI  
Community Conversations 

 
A series of four Conversations around mental health toward improving the lives of the 

individuals and families living with mental illness and creating communities where they 
feel welcome and supported. 
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Introduction  
 
In 2015 and 2017, the Region 7E Adult Mental Health Initiative (AMHI) funded Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) Training, which was facilitated by The 
Barbara Schneider Foundation.  While these trainings were successful, the Region, its Providers, and Consumers were looking for the next step.  
The Barbara Schneider Foundation had what we were looking for: their highly successful Community Conversations. 
 
Region 7E was the first Mental Health Initiative in Minnesota to offer an open invite to all sectors of the community to their Community 
Conversations.  This included county and state workers, housing and employment providers, health systems, faith leaders, crisis workers, law 
enforcement, and most importantly, community consumers.  The experiences, personal and professional, of this cross section of peoples provided 
exceptional input to the process. 
 
LeMoine LaPointe and Mark Anderson, The Barbara Schneider Foundation, facilitated each of the four Community Conversations and guided 
participants through the journey which benefited the individual as much as the Community. Throughout the course of the four Conversations, 
there were approximately 90 unduplicated attendees, and combined attendance of 225 people.  We thank everyone who participated. 

 
The Positive Core 
LeMoine LaPointe explained the concept of the Positive Core to the Conversation participants. It begins with the participants themselves, their 
experiences, their lives; all contribute to the Positive Core.  Each of the Conversations contribute to the Positive Core.  Healing, hope, collaboration, 
positive dialogue; the knowledge and power is in the room.  The Positive Core are all the good and positive things within families and communities. 
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Region 7E AMHI Community Conversation- Discovery  
Monday, October 22, 2018 
BOLDED ITEMS WERE LISTED BY MULTIPLE GROUPS 

Discovery Question #1- What unique contributions from your past are still working 
today? 

• Communication between agencies/providers 
o After-hours mental health mobile crisis 
o Referral coordination to meet specific needs 

• Family/personal experience • Compassion/empathy 
 

• Helping others stay in the moment • Relationships • Listening 

• Companies merging • Guide others 
o Training new staff 

• Patience 

• Development of skills and resources 
o Providers expanded 
o Providers certified for ages 0-5 
o IMRT and DBT developed 
o Trauma focused CBT 

• Sharing of your knowledge 
o Children’s mental health 

collaborative meetings 
o Placement/CITIC meetings 

• Take charge 

• Intelligence: knowledge, curiosity, exploring 
 

• Worked with incarcerated birthing women: 
exposed to new info, perspectives, social 
justice issues, inequalities, champion (v.) of 
social justice 
 

• Expectations 

• Awareness of MH issues in prison system, in 
criminal behavior from family experience 

 

• Chiari Malformation – daughter – seeking 
help/supports for her in school system, 
zealous advocacy 

• Awareness 

• Love and Safety 
 

• Faith and Hope 
o Self-reliance 
o Talk psychiatrist 

▪ Accountability 
o Gratitude 
o Family and network 
o Faith 

• Compassion 
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Discovery Question #1- What unique contributions from your past are still working 
today? (Cont’d) 

• Community 
o Belonging 
o Opportunities within the community 

• Discovery=anchor 
o What is best of our past, design a 

protective list of strength 

 

• Student 

• Communication • Understanding resources 
o Support groups 

• Curiosity 
 

• Self-identify • Reflection • Contribution 

• Personal drive • Meeting people at their level • Human 

• Accepting people for who they are and treating 
them the way I would like to be treated 

• Create an environment of collaboration for 
positive community and purpose 

• Solution focused approaches 

• Strength • Compassion and understanding • Healing 

• Active listening and communication 
o People who can listen without 

judgement or advice 
o Partnerships, come along-side 
o Good listener, take the time 

• Education important 
o Education around mental health 
o Awareness 

• Prevention 

• Belief in God 

• Experience 
o Learning from past experiences 
o Past struggles with positive endings 

• Humor and laughter • Not being alone, being connected 

• Prayer: The Serenity Prayer • Connect with people • Build community 

• Passion • Respect all people • Stage built in Sandstone 

• Ability to coordinate • Empathy and understanding • Change is hard 

• Childhood experiences  
o that were negative that can become good 

things in the future 
o helping others, being role models 
o Broken home, learning from that, how not 

to live in the future 
o Personal discovery from family alcoholism 
o Parent’s faith 

• Vision/direction • 12 step program and slogans 
o Live and let live 
o First things first 
o Let go and let God 
o Is it important? 
o One day at a time 
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Question #1- What unique contributions from your past are still working today? (Cont’d) 
• Supports 

o Support network and groups, groups for 
families 

o lending an ear 
o Financial 
o Empathy 
o Family  
o Friends 
o Community 
o Teachers 
o Neighbors 
o Supported employment 

• Employment supports to increase mental 
health 

• Providing basic needs assistance 
o Food (food shelves) 
o Clothing (vouchers to thrift 

stores) 

• Transportation (volunteer rides) 

• Understanding sense of self and value • Asking for help • Provide shelter (housing) 

• Resiliency and strong families • Positive self-talk • Spirituality and faith 

• Awareness of how your actions and words can 
affect others 

• Using your voice for good • Gifts, strengths 

• Respect • Understanding  
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Discovery Question #2- In what lasting ways has your community supported mental 
health? 

• Employment  

• Skills 
o Building skills 

• Providing basic needs 
o Housing and housing supports 
o Food 

• Evidence based practices 
o Refining 

• Crisis services • Treatment centers • Removing stigma 

• Caring • Recovery and faith-based recovery • Self-care 

• Allina in-patient mental health • Funding resources • Inter-agency referrals 

•  • Neighbors, friends • Faith groups, AA groups, support 
groups 

• Training 
o CIT 
o ACES training 
o Other training 
o Speakers – May Mental Health Month 
o NAMI 

 

• Education 
o Psych education  
o Caregiver 
o Family 
o Individuals 

• Supportive services 
o Peer support 
o Community partnerships 
o Volunteers  
o Progression of services 
o Friendship and support groups are more 

available 
o Having a safe place to grow, even to fail. 

• Crisis lines 

• Outreach information 
o Awareness of options of services such 

as crisis lines 

• Text for Life 

• Working on transportation issues 
 

• Drop in centers 

• Family home visits 
 

• Family services (for 20 years!) 
o Met 2x weekly for cooking, socializing, etc. 

• School based mental health • Trauma informed schools 

• Networking 
 

• Funding  
o to individuals 
o finding grants 

• Professional medical care is available 

• Bridge Group at Grand Casino  • Removing the stigma • Crisis team and police can help 

• Individual that goes beyond their normal duties • County (CHIP) prioritize mental health • Therapists 
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Discovery Question #2- In what lasting ways has your community supported mental 
health? (Cont’d) 

• Community 
o Community involvement programs, ie: 

Special Olympics 
o Early Childhood, HeadStart 
o Employment: assisting people with mental 

health disabilities maintain employment 
o Community Events 

• Community 
o Defined as: where you live, work, 

neighborhood, family, church 
o Connectiveness 
o Collaboration 
o Community Awareness 
o Activities  

• Advocacy: sharing info, knowledge 
 

• Keeping dialog • Seeking other healing modalities • Parks and trails 

• Law enforcement and family 
 

• Conversation about mental health • Collaboration between agencies 

• Mental health services in our schools • Home visit nurses have reflective practice • Military suppressed emotions (PTSD) 

• VA mental health services • Respite grants 
o For children to do sports or camps 
o For Seniors 

• Support of local businesses, opening 
doors 

• Identifying the issue and working toward the 
solution 

• Awareness 
o Church 
o School 
o Businesses, employment 
o Resources 
o Political 
o Transportation 
o Make It Okay 

• Hospital (workplace) supportive and 
offers mental health 

• Conversation, word of mouth • Opportunities for psych education • More providers and programs avail 

• Mental health isn’t as much of a stigma • Drop in centers • Better testing 
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• Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 
o The following posted in italics is from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

 

o Maslow's hierarchy of needs, represented as a pyramid with the more basic needs at the bottom[1] 

o Maslow's hierarchy of needs is a theory in psychology proposed by Abraham Maslow in his 1943 paper “A Theory of Human Motivation” 
in Psychological Review.[2] Maslow subsequently extended the idea to include his observations of humans' innate curiosity. His theories 
parallel many other theories of human developmental psychology, some of which focus on describing the stages of growth in humans. He 
then decided to create a classification system which reflected the universal needs of society as its base and then proceeding to more 
acquired emotions[3]. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is used to study how humans partake in behavioral motivation intrinsically. Maslow used 
the terms "physiological," "safety," "belonging and love," "esteem," and "self-actualization" to describe the pattern through which human 
motivations generally move. This means that in order for motivation to occur at the next level, each level must be satisfied within the 
individual themselves. Furthermore, this theory is a key foundation in understanding how drive and motivation are correlated when 
discussing human behavior. Each of these individual levels contains a certain amount of internal sensation that must be met in order for an 
individual to complete their hierarchy[3].The goal of Maslow's Theory is to attain the fifth level or stage: self-actualization.[4] 

o Maslow's theory was fully expressed in his 1954 book Motivation and Personality.[5] The hierarchy remains a very popular framework 
in sociology research, management training[6] and secondary and higher psychology instruction. Maslow’s classification hierarchy has been 
revised over time. As we have discussed, the original hierarchy states that a lower level must be completely satisfied and fulfilled before 
moving onto a higher pursuit. However, today scholars prefer to think of these levels as continuously overlapping each other[3]. This means 
that the lower levels may take precedent back over the other levels at any point in time. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs#cite_note-honolulu-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Maslow
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychological_Review
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs#cite_note-multiple-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Developmental_psychology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs#cite_note-:0-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs#cite_note-:0-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs#cite_note-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motivation_and_Personality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs#cite_note-Maslow,_A._1954-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sociology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs#cite_note-bbc-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secondary_education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Higher_education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs#cite_note-:0-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:MaslowsHierarchyOfNeeds.svg
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Discovery Question #3- What new mental health activity or initiative is beginning to 
make a positive impact in your community. 

• The Vitals App. (Google) 
 

• Community Based Employment 
opportunities  

• Having Conversations with employers 

• more awareness of resources, such as crisis 
hotlines, NAMI, Adult mental health initiative 

• independent living options- managing 
everyday life 

• Community Education 
 

• Outreach initiatives 
 

• Youth Support/family education  
 

• Outdoor Activities; parks, movies, Art 
in the Park, Exercise-Yoga 

• Fitness gyms-Local 
 

• Students are engaging in Mental Health 
programs 

• Wellness programs through Allina 
 

• Trauma Education & Awareness • ACE’s & Historical  • Actual Training for First Responders 

• Person centered focus 
o Out of facilities into homes 
o Give everyone the life they choose 
o “safe independence” 

• Drop In Centers-Lighthouse, many activities 
such as cooking, bingo, crafts, movies.  
Locations in Cambridge, Pine City, Mora, 
Chisago City, Milaca, North Branch 

• More awareness of Cultural diversity 

• Project Rise- School Justice System • Adult Mental Health Initiative  • Adultmentalhealth.org 

• Teen Centers • Collaboration between groups & agencies • NAMI visibility 

• Awareness & reducing Stigma • More outreach • Grants re; opioid prevention 

• Community Involvement  
 

• Education of law enforcement 
 

• Awareness Mental Health Illness- 
(NAMI) 

• Trauma informed Schools & Communities 

• Tele-Psych/mobile clinics 
 

• Mental Health providers in schools 

• Employee Assistance programs 
 

• Anti-bullying campaigns- Rachel’s 
Challenge in Schools 

• Stress Reduction activities @ work 

• More awareness of hiring people with mental 
needs 

• Supported housing, HSASMI Grant 
 

• Early childhood assessment 
 

• Day Centers • Schools being informed of MH • Cooking 

• Body, Mind, & Spirit • Stress management “Yoga, Crafts etc. • Therapy 

• Active Passenger • Support Groups • Community Activities & Parks 

• Fitness Centers • Belonging/Social Connection • Housing Access-Housing as medicine 

• Telemedicine- access for rural community • Warm Line-Peer Support Lines • Collaboration- Jails & (progress) 

• Mental Illness to Mental Wellness • Improved School services/support • Way more training & types of training 
for providers & community service 
officers/providers 
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Discovery Question #3- What new mental health activity or initiative is beginning to 
make a positive impact in your community.  (Cont’d) 

• Transportation- improving systems, 
collaboration 

• Adultmentalhealth.org= awareness & 
update is exciting 

• Science Museum exhibit 

• Understanding/awareness of substance use as 
mental health  

• Partial hospitalization program- 6 hours a 
day for 3 weeks.  Sees provider daily and 
Day program 2-3 days a week for 3 hours a 
day.  See their own provider 

• Community Based Mental Health 
Professionals at A Place For You 
 

• Senior Care- School based professionals • TSA- providers and therapists office in 
schools 

• Willow Grove- Supportive Housing in 
North Branch 

o Collaboration between Region 
7E and Central MN Housing 
Partnership plus a service 
provider 

• Olmstead ACT- people need to be in the 
community 

• Expanded bus services daily and on 
weekends 

• Create an environment where people 
can help in their own recovery 

• Mental Health and addiction services • A Place For you • Let’s go Fishing  
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Region 7E AMHI Community Conversation- Dream  
Monday, November 5, 2018 
 

Guided Imagery Exercise 
"It is the year 2038, one generation from today. Your children have grown to adulthood. They have their own children now, your grandchildren. The 

world they have inherited is a good world, a better world than the one you knew back in 2018. 

Now, imagine you are sitting with your youngest grandchild in this future, sharing your story of how this healthy world came to be. What decisions 

and choices did you and others in this region contribute that paved the way for this new world your grandchild is enjoying? What seeds of positive 

change did you and others plant 20 years earlier that enriched the world? How were they fertilized? Harvested?" 

Dream:  Vision for the Future- After the guided imagery exercise, participants were asked to 
write down the answers to the questions and have a discussion within their small groups.  

• Envision children of all nationalities playing 
together with no bullying, no stigma, having 
fun and being kids. 

• People enjoy others not the same as 
themselves 

 

• Healthy self-talk, education about 
mental health 

 

• Kindness.  Words are powerful 
 

• Sense of humor 
 

• Caring Community:  
o No one left behind 
o You get what you need 
o Access to providers, even in the 

ER or clinic if you need it 

• Recovery Services for those with chemical 
dependency issues 

 

• Helping those with disabilities get jobs by 
informing and working with employers to 
see the benefits 

• Faith/spiritual-based involvement and 
outreach 
 

• Mental health awareness and resources for 
families through schools and community 

o Community awareness opportunities 
 

• Acceptance, love, support, outreach, 
community 

 

• We’ve built great compassion and 
followed visions that we felt made the 
world softer for those who have no 
safety. 

• We fought for programs that practice 
acceptance and innovation, we didn’t always 
follow the money 

• Increase alcohol, opioid, and drug treatment 
programs including law to treatment options 
and stigma reduction 

• Increase mental health treatment 
facilities, providers, and stigma 
reduction 

• Increase educator’s wages and freedoms • Shut down Facebook • Free recycling 

• Showing love and compassion 
 

• Understanding 
 

• A place where all are welcome with no 
judgement 
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Dream:  Vision for the Future - After the guided imagery exercise, participants were asked to 
write down the answers to the questions and have a discussion within their small groups.  (Cont’d) 

• Be not afraid • Speak up • Value everyone 

• Everyone IS a gift 
 

• Disdaining self in favor of community good, 
keeping in mind the long term as we make 
our everyday decisions. 

• Less violence, more kindness 
 

• Harmony among people and with Mother 
Earth. 

• Seeds: understanding and acceptance 
 

• All things come in different colors, 
fragrances, and strengths 

• Clean water and air, nurture the growth • Safety • Unity 

• Greed is gone! • Togetherness • Fair treatment 

• Caring neighborhoods and community • Welcoming, positive, open accepting of 
anyone and everyone, no matter who or 
where 

• Emphasis on not “why do you?”, but 
understanding stories and experiences 
of what happened to you 

• The greatest peace will continue to come to 
you and your world through Jesus Christ, 
loving and serving all others, regardless their 
religion, race, etc.  As you minister, becoming 
His hands, love and peace will abound. 

• People working for the better, continued to 
work despite all the negatives and struggles. 
 

• The doers thrived because they 
persisted in a time that they could have 
quit. 
 

• Thinking of others 
 

• Showing kindness and acceptance to teach 
others kindness and acceptance 

• Building community amongst people 
 

• We began to be honest and more open with 
each other about our feelings, whatever they 
may be.  Anger, fear, joy, disappointment.  
Being able to resolve conflicts with each 
other. 

• Anyone struggling with mental health issues 
has somewhere to go. 

 

• More coordination and training with law 
enforcement 

• More happiness 
 

• WDIDWIDWIKWIK 
 

• Understanding and knowledge of mental 
illness 

• Better case coordination 
 

• Shared understanding for co-occurring 
mental health and chemical health 

• Corrections 
 

• Child protection • Less fossil fuels being used • Love of all cultures common-place 

• Education accessible for all • Poverty gone in our country • Clean water 

• Decisions to make mental health issues ones 
to talk about 

 

• Community awareness and conversation 
 

• Reach outs for the public and those who 
feel isolated to join in on community 
events 
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Dream:  Vision for the Future - After the guided imagery exercise, participants were asked to 
write down the answers to the questions and have a discussion within their small groups.  (Cont’d) 

• Seeds that were planted: 
o Seeds of love 
o Seeds of hope 
o Seeds of compassion and understanding 
o Seeds of recognizing God and the goodness of those around us 
o Seeds of protection: of others, of self, of the world 
o Acceptance for all living things 
o Openness in our conversations regarding mental illness and suicide 
o Erasing stigma 
o Connection with each other to stop the pain of loneliness 
o Knowledge 

o Acceptance and awareness 
o Respecting one another allowed the seeds to grow 
o Perseverance 
o Forgiveness 
o Kindness 
o Equality 
o Truth 
o Integrity 
o Spirituality 

 

• We didn’t “kick the can” down the road for 
future generations to pay the price. 

o We made sacrifices and took needed 
action now in an attempt to reduce or 
eliminate even harsher repercussions 
down the road. 

• Increasing awareness, understanding, and 
acceptance to a point where stigma 
disappears and we all accept each other, ups 
and downs, for who we are.  Not just accept 
but embrace. 

• Accepting vs excepting 
 

• Granddaughter encouraged to cook and bake. • Grandsons going to TBO (Bridge Outreach, 
for people with addictions) 

• Break the chains for the generations 
to come 

• Acceptance • Compassion • Compassion 

• Respect 
 

• Time for families and self-reflection (slow 
down) 

• Concern for others 
 

• Intolerance for racism and violence 
 

• Change, growth in our direction of mental 
health 

• Fighting for healthcare 
 

• Living your life as the seed • Helping people help themselves • Working with individuals who are 
struggling to find their hope and 
strengths, then pass on to future 
generations 

• Sharing experiences • Being kind to each other • Learning about each other 

• Listening to other’s stories and starting in 
schools 

• Stepped outside of my comfort zone.  Took a 
look at reality and worked with others to 
solve problems, not complain about them. 

• Fought for continued healthcare 
coverage for those with pre-existing 
conditions 
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Dream:  Vision for the Future - After the guided imagery exercise, participants were asked to 
write down the answers to the questions and have a discussion within their small groups.  (Cont’d) 

• Cleaned up the environment, picked up trash 
on all of our walks. 

• Volunteered to help those in need • Don’t believe everything you hear on 
TV or online 

• Before judging others, walk a mile in someone 
else’s shoes. 

• Slow down, concentrate on one day at a 
time 

• Respect others or treat others as 
you’d like to be treated 

• Removing the stigma • Educating the community  

   

 

 

Hopes and Dreams 
• Even though the people at the table didn’t know each other, the hopes and dreams were similar. 

• When we share, we will learn that we have a lot in common. 

• Work together to work on multiple issues simultaneously, such as mental health and substance abuse. 

• Love, optimism, hope, and the importance of values. 

• Stigma gets in the way of people asking for help. 
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The Region 7E AMHI Planner, Natalie Matthewson, gave an overview of the Region 7E AMHI Initiative 

Region 7E Adult Mental Health Initiative: Chisago, Isanti, Kanabec, Mille Lacs and Pine Counties 

• AMHI- 1996 legislation was passed to create and expand grant funding for regional partnerships  

• 18 regional county initiatives plus White Earth Nation tribe who have identified as AMHI  

• Purpose  

o The Region 7E Adult Mental Health Initiative Governing Board exists to plan and develop within the group’s geographic jurisdiction, 

a system of care that will serve the needs of adults with serious and persistent mental illness.   

o 2018 AMHI and Crisis Services Grants amount: Just over $2 million.  

• 2018 Services Funded Through AMHI 

o After hours Crisis Call Services  

o Mobile Crisis Services 

o Crisis On-Call Services 

o Housing Assistance 

o Supportive Housing Project- “Willow Grove” 

o Dialectic Behavioral Therapy (DBT) 

o Local Advisory Mental Health Councils (LAC) 

o AdultMentalHealth.org website 

o R7E AMHI Planner 

o Supported employment 

o Transportation for Employment 

o Mental Health Outreach Coordinator with Homeless Shelter 

o Peer Support Warm line  

o Community Based-Psychiatric Medication Management 

▪ Tuition Assistance  

o Community Trainings-   

▪ Training for LAC members and  

▪ Training for ARMHS staff 

▪ CIT Training for local law enforcement 

o Community Conversations 

o Mobile Drop-In Center 

• Service Gaps/Needs: 

o Short Term Crisis Beds 

o Transportation 

o Housing Options 

o Housing Coordination  

o Psychiatry- (Children priority area) – More ITV Options 
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Dream: In what new ways will your work or initiative fit into a newly cohesive regional process? 

Top Five Priorities: 

1. Being Proactive vs. Reactive 

2. Service Coordination across ALL services. Taking down Silos. Ongoing Communication education within services 

3. 3C’s: Communication (needs improvement), Collaboration and Compromise (feel these are happening)  

4. Caring Kits 

5. Listening non-judgmentally 

 

Small group comments as follows: 

Dream: In what new ways will your work or initiative fit into a newly cohesive regional process? 
(Cont’d) 

Family, Faith, Education, Employment  Cohesive Honesty from the top down (two votes)  

Listening on-judgmentally (six votes) 
 

Never Stop learning to be more acceptable Family Support from the Beginning (three votes) 

Live our beliefs 
 

Erase the “Lines” between people (one vote) Respect the value of those with “lived experience” 

All you need is Love! 
 

3C’s Communication- (Needs Improvement), 
Collaboration and Compromise (feel these 
two are happening) (11 Votes)  

Team work  
 

Boots on the ground 
Educate general public 
Communication between parent and child 
Relationships between teacher and student 

Understand what mental illness is and what 
resources and contacts are out there.  
 

Increase/Develop better care coordination for MH 
similar to what we do for physical health. (stigma, 
HIPPA, increased protection for MH & CD records) 
(one vote)  
 

Pathway’s to Care (one vote) 
Simplify, steam line 
Knowledge of, understanding (clear up 
misunderstanding) 

Peer Specialists (four votes)  
identify the benefit, how to best utilize 
(someone to do it with your philosophy) 

Young Audience  
Health aspect, programming on mental health  
 

Transparency between agencies (one vote) Providers available when needed (one vote)  More integrated behavioral health and community 
opioid task force discussions 
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Dream: In what new ways will your work or initiative fit into a newly cohesive regional process? 
(Cont’d) 

Service coordination across ALL services. Taking 
down Silos. Ongoing communication education 
within services.  (thirteen votes) 
 

Streamline service delivery to ensure a 
seamless services to avoid “the run around” 
(four votes) 

Create opportunities for community members to 
come together for enjoyable social interaction. 
Better together, Free Food (seed volunteer drivers 
for social events) 

Provide education and resources for individuals and 
employers. (Churches, health fairs, community 
events, etc.) around Mental Health & the resources 
in the given community (two votes)  

Inserting resources in the places where 
people are gathering, throughout the 
community (event centers, restaurants, 
churches, food shelves, schools, shelters) 
(four votes) 

Video messages to reach more people. (Young 
adults, families, etc.) (Apps= Snapchat/Facebook, 
Instagram) (two votes) 
 

Agencies collaborating with each other to create 
opportunities and services that would not have been 
available before. (one vote) 
 

Eliminating barriers around- transportation, 
childcare, finding resources, employment, 
education etc. (three votes)  

DHS and MN Department of Health- How to use 
care along with prevention to lessen the care 
aspect 
 

Community Social programs/events to create 
involvement for those who are apprehensive 
because of Mental Health and have them feel/be 
part of the community. 

Employer education to reduce stigma. 
Helping to build Positive relationships 
through work (two votes) 

Supportive community- communication flows 
positively (three votes) 

Education about available services- consumers as 
well as agencies. (two votes) 

Universal medical records- crosses state lines 
 

Communication between agencies to streamline 
resource delivery system. (one vote) 

Give out a true sense of community Caring Kit  (seven votes)  Giving back, earning a sense of self. 

New Way-Trusted team members/active listening 
without judgements with empathy (two votes) 

Communicating & Sharing Resources in 
community  
 

Gentle way to help find/listen/help (one vote) 
 

Regional AMHI.org- can’t go back 
 

Trust that everyone is doing their best with 
their knowledge (two notes) 

Education-information- right match of services 

Flow chart of housing, food, health, transportation, 
clothes, stigma (updating information is hard when 
changes happen).  

Finding balance to really know a client- many 
rules, regulations, goals 
 

Person centered- more personal (four votes) 
 

Success for an individual (not goal)  Sense of accomplishment- (one vote)  Community Night Out-Drop In Center 

Better help people when we know their cycles (one 
vote) 

Being proactive vs. reactive (fifteen votes)  
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Region 7E AMHI Community Conversation- Design  
Monday, November 19, 2018 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Internal & External Relationships 

Key Processes, Systems, 

Tools, and/or Structures That     

Make Up Our Initiative 

Our Dream 
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Design: Key Internal and External Relationships. (With whom should we partner to achieve our dreams?) 

Churches/Religion- Faith Based Communities XXXXXX  Tribes XX  Peer Counseling/Peer Supports Groups XX 

Transportation; MNDOT XX  7E Providers 
XX
XX  Community Outreach Projects X 

SUD providers X  Education System (Colleges) for Research X  VA X 

Family /Grandparents 
XXXXX 
XX  Employment Services X  Relationship Communication XX 

Schools XXXXX  Group Homes XX  Education Counseling XX 

Justice System X  Community Events to remove stigma X  Neighbors XX 

State Agencies XXX  Mental Health Specialists 
XX
X  Therapist X 

Funders XX  Support Groups X  Databases X 

Timber Trails X  Partner Program Communications X  Assessment Workers X 

Friends XXX  Community Rehab providers X  Policy Workers X 

Clients X  City Council X  Citizens X 

Public Services- Police, First Responders XXXXXX  County Commissioners X  Coordination of Care X 

Public Health  XXXX  Legal Reps/Guardians X  Emergency Services X 

Substance Abuse Coalitions (SACK) 
NA/AA/SMART 

X  
Health Systems (hospitals, clinics, 
pharmacies, pediatricians, Central Pre-
Admit) 

XX
XX
X 
XX
X 

 
Local Businesses: store clerks, business 
owners, bank teller, postal workers, 
bartenders 

X 

ARMHS XX  Advocates X  HHS- County 
XXXX
X 

Community Non-Profits X  Case Managers XX  Township Officers X 

Administrative Supports, Colleagues X  Community Collaboration X  Transitional housing X 

ILS Specialists XX  Gym/Fitness X  Senior Centers, Teen Centers XX 

Dietitians X  Food Shelves X  Thrift Stores X 

Crisis X  Domestic Abuse X  Educators X 

Income Maintenance- SNAP/PMAPS X  Shelters X  EAP X 

Housing- HRA XX  Workforce Center/resources X  Probation/DOC X 

County Prosecutors/Judges X  Attorneys/Public Defenders X  Insurance Companies X 

Politicians X  PCAs X  Social Security X 

Early Childhood Education-Headstart X  Daycare providers X  PCS/ICWA X 

U Of M Garden X  Employers and coworkers x  Caregiver support X 

Social service agencies x  Drop In Centers xxx  Tree House, Sandstone X 

Community advocate to speak against stigma X  Pacer x  All levels, forms of government x 
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Design: Key Processes, Systems, Tools and Structures that make up our initiative. (How can they be modified and bring the dreams 

to life?) 

Watch Dogs for Opioids 
 

X  
Universal Caseload 
management system (ex: 
Navigator) 

 
 
 
X 

 
Peer Counseling & Peer Support 
Groups 

X  
Policy Change on Data 
Sharing 

X 

Senior LinkAge Line- Sr. 
Network Meetings 

X  DHS X  Self-Advocating Skills X  Early Intervention X 

Education Opportunities XX  DEED X  Medication Management X  Redundant Process X 

Interaction Interconnected 
Health Systems 

X  MDH X  Community & Organizational Plans X  Equal Access to Services XX 

More Connections: Knowing 
what others are doing and 
Knowing what resources are 
available.  

XX  
Create Universal Agreements 
for sharing of information 

X  Policies & Procedures X  
Insurance 
Expand insurance 

XX 

Telehealth X  
Comprehensive Community 
Response Plan 

X  Employment Support X  
Technology Options 
Internet 

XX 

County System X  
Host Annual Collaboration 
Summit (include Legislation) 

X  Awareness X  
Collaboration between ALL 
Systems 
Agency Collaboration 

XXX 

Decrease Stigma X  
Wellness Report care- Ex 
ample-ACE Score, PICKM 
Survey 

Z  
Better Assessment Tools-MH and 
Housing 

X  Affordable Transportation XX 

Individual Placement and 
Support 

X  Community Involvement X  Provider Network meetings XX  
Budget to reflect the Dream 
(larger budget) 
 

XX 

Crisis Training X  Individual Housing Options X  Expand Funding for MH X  
Expand Education in School 
about MH & Resilience 

X 

MH Education for Teachers X  Expand Mentoring services X  Define Rolls X  More providers X 

Family Driven services X  
Pay more for current 
services, work better 

X  Hands on Engagement X  Media to education X 

Awareness of more initiatives X  Updating Resources X  Office Space X  Office Supplies X 

Telephone X  Electronic records X  Ongoing Education Opportunities X  Confidentiality Measures X 

Building Relationships X  
Create resource book with 
email list with updates 

X  Training X  Region 7E AMHI X 

Vetting Services X  Continuity of care X  Personal record book Xx  Town talks x 

Teach mental health resilience X  HIPPA – revision X  Advocates / buddies X  Relationships X 
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User friendly processes: 
Medicare, waivers 

X  Mental health coalition X  Removing silos X  Websites X 

Affordable housing X  

Turn negative stigma with 
law enforcement into a 
positive with: activities, 
events with MH component, 
tool to support the 
emergency responder before 
the 72 hour hold occurs 

X  

Operation Community Connect 
with providers, law enforcement, 
meet quarterly.  Determine how to 
access and share information. 

X  
Coordinated Services: first 
point of contact to determine 
flow, process, needs 

x 

 

Top Three Priorities: 

1. Being Proactive vs. Reactive 

2. Service Coordination across ALL services. Taking down Silos. Ongoing Communication education within services 

3. 3C’s: Communication (needs improvement), Collaboration and Compromise (feel these are happening)  
 

Participants were split into three groups and given the following instructions: 
Your group will be assigned one of the top three priorities, consider the following when you create a new action item or initiative paragraph/description: 

• Is it provocative? 

• Is it grounded? 

• Is it desired? 

• Is it stated in the affirmative and in bold terms? 

1. Being Proactive vs. Reactive 

o We recognize that being proactive requires a commitment to intentional education between organizations and in our communities.  We will 

rethink how we will reach people before it reaches crisis. 

2. Service Coordination across ALL services. Taking down Silos. Ongoing Communication education within services. 

o Start quarterly meetings for providers/agencies – network among providers. 

o Expand to community  

o Regional providers are invested in growing relationships among agencies in order to provide comprehensive services as desired. 

o Your life, our services. 

o Streamlined forms for more collaborative communication. 

o Knowing providers and services they provide 

▪ Quarterly meeting (run like a Chamber Meeting).  Knowing how to access the services and eligibility. 

▪ Building agency’s relationships. 
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▪ Care Kits. 

o Expanding on local law enforcement, hospitals, resources, and community connections. 

o Having multiple entries before the crisis. 

o Simple terms for community understanding on resources. 

o Identify community business most visited and have resource materials there. 

3. 3C’s: Communication (needs improvement), Collaboration and Compromise (feel these are happening)  

o An ambitious resource that organizes, connects, grounds each community member in need with the services they need, when they need it, and 

where they need it.  Eliminating barriers, making no wrong entry-point for services and resources.  

o As well as creating the ability for agencies to communicate, collaborate, and share information, to serve each person adequately, timely, and 

effectively. 

o Eliminating the road blocks around HIPPA to best serve individuals when and where their needs are. 

 

Our Dream- 

1. True Comprehensive Partnership/Care 

2. A Better Tomorrow for Everyone! 

3. To efficiently provide more complete services to individuals that need help.  

 

 

R7E Community Conversation- Delivery  
Tuesday, December 4, 2018 
The purpose of the fourth Conversation: Delivery, is to specify the projects or initiatives and the individuals who will commit to working on them.  The group 

started out by writing on Post-it Notes what project they would like to pursue.  Following that, the Post-It’s were combined into like-groups which resulted in 

three potential initiatives:  Education, Programs, Removing Stigma.  Conversation participants split into one of the three groups of which they were most 

interested.  Within these three groups, participants brainstormed ideas that could support or advance that overall initiative. 

 

Delivery: Programs 

Explore the Caring Kits in my County or Region. 
 

“Happiness at School” Program, grades 7-12.  
Learning about mental wellness using 
standup comedy. 

Family support programs: 
    Adult parent caregivers: caring for adult children. 
    Grandparents raising grandchildren. 
    Support incarcerated parents/families. 
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Quotes on posters in public areas, restrooms, 
schools (similar to those in the staff areas at Grand 
Casino Hinckley.) 

Online resources such as suicide prevention 
resource center, QPR, Kognito. 

Specific group feedback 
 

Student led groups: mentorship between upper and 
lower classmen. 

School curriculum, involve support staff. Mental health first aid 

Annual mental health summit to include: breakout 
sessions for specific groups; take larger conferences 
to local cities and counties. 

Simulations of what it feels like; e.g. Exhibit at 
Science Museum. 

Overcoming barriers: reach out to businesses, 
corporations to help provide transportation, 
childcare, etc. 

Changing physical environment for families visiting 
those incarcerated. 

Funnel resources to the need of the individual 
prior to getting involved in justice system: 
offer parenting classes, offer services to the 
family members. 

 

 

Delivery: Educate 

Educate at early age. 
Planting seeds. 

Provide community events to educate local 
law enforcement, first responders, business 
owners, and community members, 
government officials, and pastors with 
resources and the importance of getting help 
for mental health. 
 
Continue Community Conversations to 
maintain momentum with newly established 
initiatives. 

Equip people with the skills to actively care and 
share. 
 

Learning by natural interaction. Presence of 
introduction. 

Increase conversations with others: open and 
honest with families starting at an early age. 

Educate young children, such as in a day care 
setting. 

Equip people with the ability to recognize mental 
health issues.  Ex: skills, model, parents teach 
empathy beginning in infancy, children’s books, WIC, 
ECFE, have information for group discussions. 

Stop being distracted.  Be more aware of 
people around us. Slow down. Say Hi. 

Give students and teachers the permission to ask 
another how they are and that they notice 
something is not right. 

Create a forum to educate the community in a non-
church environment.  Teach Mental Health First Aid, 
Session on “what to look for, who to bring, who to 
listen to.”  Target audience: mailman, hairdresser, 
store clerk, bring friends, neighbors, etc. 

Education curriculum from early on 
(state/nationwide).  Get NAMI involved to 
Lobby for this.   
Find out what our schools are doing; attend 
school board meetings. 

Embrace mental health in schools as similarly as 
developmentally disabled are embraced, ex: special 
ed students. 

 

Every

body 

Every

body 

Care 

Share 
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Delivery: Removing Stigma 

Removing the stigma and increasing community 
awareness. 
Reaching youth with video messages (you are not 
alone.) 

Campaign, Prevention, Awareness 
Community awareness opportunities. 
Understanding and knowledge of mental 
illness. 

Regional collaboration/coordination.  Keep moving 
forward, yearly mental health event to provide 
updates, gather information. 

WHAT? WHEN? HOW? 

Prevention / early intervention. 
Individuals learn to use natural coping skills, therapy, 
and ARMHS. 

Yesterday, today, now. 
 

More funding needed for grants. 
Apply for more RFPs 

Collect all resources needed for people in one 
setting, such as Public Health, who can assist with 
applications for medical and SSI, WIC, SNAP.  This 
would eliminate the in-betweens for anyone looking 
for different community resources if all information 
were available in the same building. 

Plan far enough ahead / strategically. 
Be proactive in planning community events 
giving community members adequate time to 
plan and to attend. 

Community walks in all areas/regions; agency 
collaboration and organization 
Community collaboration, networking, resources; 
among providers, businesses, neighborhoods, 
families, etc. 

Removing mental stigma, connect all agencies.  Everyone ask, “what can I do to contribute?” 

Eliminating barriers, equal access to transportation.   

More education events including Operation 
Community Connect events in all areas and multiple 
times/year. 
Resource fairs, public seminars, support groups, etc. 

 Share resources today. 
Training and peer support groups. 

Providers share resources and eliminate the barriers 
of competition.  Agencies would collaborate 
together, learn what each agency does and what 
resources they can provide, such as funding, 
guidelines, criteria for different programs. 

 Resource guides for each county/region 

A “recovery” community Walk (for any issue: MH, 
cancer, diabetes, etc.) with entertainment, music, 
and food for everyone. 

 Reach out → Canvas Health, Wyoming Suicide 
Prevention Walk.  Research and tap into other 
successful community meetings and/or resources. 
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Glossary 

Adult Mental Health Website: The Region 7E Adult Mental Health Initiative website is:  www.adultmentalhealth.org  

Chiari Malformation: a structural defect in the cerebellum which controls balance.  Part of the cerebellum is pushed down 

into the spinal canal because the skull is misshapen or abnormally small. 

Cohesive: exhibiting or producing cohesion which is the act, process, or condition of cohering or sticking together, being 

united. 

Collaboration: the action of working with someone to produce or create something. 

Incarcerate(d): to imprison or confine. 

Initiative: a new plan or process to achieve something or solve a problem; the ability to use your judgement to make decisions 

and do things without needing to be told what to do; taking the first step in a project.  Initiative is all about taking charge. 

NAMI: National Alliance on Mental Illness.  www.nami.org  

Olmstead Decision: A civil rights decision for people with disabilities in the United States. This 1999 United States Supreme 

Court decision was based on the Americans with Disabilities Act and held that people with disabilities have a qualified right to 

receive state funded supports and services in the community rather than in institutions when they meet specific criteria. 

Proactive: (of a person, policy, or action) creating or controlling a situation by causing something to happen rather than 

responding to it after it has happened. 

Reactive: a response to a stimulus or situation. 

Resiliency: the ability to successfully cope with a crisis and to return to pre-crisis status quickly.  Resilience exists when the 

person uses “mental processes and behaviors in promoting personal assets and protecting self from the potential negative 

effects of stressors”. 

  

http://www.adultmentalhealth.org/
http://www.nami.org/
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For more information on the Region 7E Adult Mental Health Initiative Community Conversations, please contact:  

Natalie J Matthewson, MA, LPC 
Region 7E Adult Mental Health Initiative (AMHI) Planner 
Resource Training & Solutions, Inc. 
Cell: 320-266-4253 
Fax:  320-255-2998 
Website: http://adultmentalhealth.org 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/adultmentalhealth/  

 

 

 

 

 

For more information on the Facilitation of Community Conversations or for CIT Training, please contact: 

Mark Anderson 
Executive Director 
The Barbara Schneider Foundation 
2419 Nicolet Ave So 
Minneapolis MN 55404 
612.801.8572 
admin@thebarbaraschneiderfoundation.org 
www.thebarbaraschneiderfoundation.org 
 
 

http://adultmentalhealth.org/
http://www.facebook.com/adultmentalhealth/
mailto:admin@thebarbaraschneiderfoundation.org
http://www.thebarbaraschneiderfoundation.org/
http://www.adultmentalhealth.org

